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EnerSys® Now Offers a Complete Line of ODYSSEY® and
NorthStar® Batteries for RV Applications
READING, Pennsylvania, February 9, 2021 – EnerSys® (NYSE:ENS), the global leader in
stored energy solutions for industrial applications and the manufacturer of ODYSSEY® batteries,
now offers a complete line of ODYSSEY® and NorthStar® PRO batteries designed to power
Recreational Vehicles (RV) and their related onboard accessories. The complete line includes
ODYSSEY® Performance, ODYSSEY® Extreme and NorthStar® PRO Group 24, Group 27,
Group 31 and NorthStar® PRO Group 65 dual purpose batteries, which are engineered to
provide premium starting power along with auxiliary and emergency power.
“The use of RVs for vacation traveling up to full-time occupancy continues to gain popularity,
especially during recent months where individuals have been social-distancing to protect
against the spread of COVID-19 and seeking to find remote locations with minimal, direct
human interaction,” said Bryce Gregory, Systems Product Manager of Transportation and
Specialty at EnerSys. “Our selection of high-performance and virtually maintenance-free
ODYSSEY® and NorthStar® batteries are the ideal power solutions for RV enthusiasts and are
capable of starting the engine while powering other onboard electronics over the course of a full
day to enhance the overall user experience.”
Since the acquisition of NorthStar Battery Company in September 2019, EnerSys has
strengthened its operations and production of Thin Plate Pure Lead (TPPL) technologies across
all lines of business, including its portfolio of ODYSSEY® batteries for RV applications.
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ODYSSEY® and NorthStar® PRO batteries provide deep cycle reserve power and maximum
cranking power, with engine cranking pulses up to 3,125 amps for five seconds, which is double
that of equally sized conventional flooded lead acid batteries. They feature a three- to 10-year
service life and a two-year storage life at 77°F (25°C). Classified as “non-spillable” by the U.S.
Department of Transportation, they are also vibration and shock resistant. Both battery brands
are available in a wide variety of sizes with Cold Cranking Amps (CCA) as high as 2,250.
Additionally, EnerSys offers ODYSSEY® battery chargers that provide automatic six-stage
charging and a wide range of built-in safety features. They facilitate full and proper charging,
and are available in 6-amp, 12-amp and 20-amp models, backed by a limited two-year full
replacement warranty.
For more information on EnerSys and its full line of products, systems and support, visit
www.enersys.com.
Connect with ODYSSEY® battery on Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook. For more details
including upcoming events and how to purchase ODYSSEY® and NorthStar® batteries, visit
www.odysseybattery.com.
ABOUT ENERSYS®
EnerSys, the global leader in stored energy solutions for industrial applications, manufactures
and distributes energy systems solutions and motive power batteries, specialty batteries, battery
chargers, power equipment, battery accessories and outdoor equipment enclosure solutions to
customers worldwide. Energy Systems, which combine enclosures, power conversion, power
distribution and energy storage, are used in the telecommunication, broadband and utility
industries, uninterruptible power supplies and numerous applications. Motive power batteries
and chargers are utilized in electric forklift trucks and other industrial electric powered vehicles
requiring stored energy solutions. Specialty batteries are used in aerospace and defense
applications, large over-the-road trucks, premium automotive, medical and security systems
applications. EnerSys also provides aftermarket and customer support services to its customers
in over 100 countries through its sales and manufacturing locations around the world. With the
recent NorthStar acquisition, EnerSys has solidified its position as the market leader for
premium Thin Plate Pure Lead batteries, which are sold across all three lines of business. More
information regarding EnerSys can be found at www.enersys.com.
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Caution Concerning Forward-Looking Statements
EnerSys is making this statement in order to satisfy the “Safe Harbor” provision contained in the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Any of the statements contained in this press
release that are not statements of historical fact may include forward-looking statements that
involve a number of risks and uncertainties. A forward-looking statement predicts, projects, or
uses future events as expectations or possibilities. Forward-looking statements may be based
on expectations concerning future events and are subject to risks and uncertainties relating to
operations and the economic environment, all of which are difficult to predict and many of which
are beyond our control. For a discussion of such risks and uncertainties that could cause actual
results to differ materially from those matters expressed in or implied by forward-looking
statements, please see our risk factors as disclosed in the “Risk Factors” section of our annual
report on Form 10-K for the most recently ended fiscal year. The statements in this press
release are made as of the date of this press release, even if subsequently made available by
EnerSys on its website or otherwise. EnerSys does not undertake any obligation to update or
revise these statements to reflect events or circumstances occurring after the date of this press
release.
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